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Power Storage Rail is an overhead /eve/ storage and 
transport rail which can double your floor space! Designed for individual 
hangers or bundles, versatile controls allow for easy operator control and 
adjustments “on the fly”. The quality you produce is the quality you ship 
with this gravity free, durable system. - 



Transport/Storage Con veyors 

Control Garment Density: As hangers are 
discharged to the individual PSR lines, they pass 
a sensing device, causing the Rail to move 
forward. The amount of movement is 
predetermined by the customer, and can be 
changed to suit different types of garments. 

Defined Feed-off Typically, a PSR in the 
ceiling feeds to some type of take-away 
conveyor. White’s hanger singulator, combined 
with off-feed controls, allows the operator to 
determine the speed and density of the hangers 
being discharged. Discharge and transfers are 
simple, and in your control. 
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Versatile Controls: PSR systems are offered 
with two basic types of controls, to suit your 
needs. Manual Timer Controls allow for 
adjustments of Rail density and speed through 
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manual adjustments, located on each individual 

feed-on and feed-off. PLC (Programmable Logic 
Controls) offer greater variety of control through 
an interface located on the ground. Adjustments 
can be made at any time, without mechanical 
assistance. 

Hardware Advantages: The White PSR is 
designed with two important features to reduce 
long-term maintenance expense. The first is a 
manual take-up, to adjust for the chain slack . 
This is a one screw adjustment. The second are 
easily accessed fittings, designed to allow 
lubrication quickly, without down time. Combine 
these with the durable aluminum extrusion and 
track made of UHWM nylon, and the PSR is 
reliable, space saving addition to any garment 
storage application! 
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